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Introduction:
Should sterile drug product manufacturers implement non‐destructive Container Closure Integrity (CCI) and
Headspace Gas Analysis (HGA) into fill and finish operations? CCI and headspace content verification are
two solutions to ensure parenteral product stability and sterility maintenance. Integrity defects as well as
failures in the aseptic manufacturing process, including unexpected variability in the nitrogen flushing or
vacuum application, pose a risk to product quality and patient safety. Fully automated equipment for
evaluating CCI and for measuring headspace gas content is now available. This article presents the
innovative solutions that Bonfiglioli Engineering has been developing in the field of HGA and their
significant advantages over other existing systems.
Background:
Monitoring the maintenance of container headspace conditions is needed for sterile drugs such as oxygen
sensitive liquid products and lyophilized or powdered products; any modification in the headspace
pressure, moisture or oxygen level may result in the degradation of the active drug, likewise in the
reduction of drug potency and product shelf life. Specific requirements for sterile drugs packaged under full
or partial vacuum are covered by EU GMP Annex 1 “Manufacture of Sterile Medicinal Products”, section
123: “Containers sealed under vacuum should be tested for maintenance of that vacuum after an
appropriate, pre‐determined period”. In addition to that, new regulations are expected to enter into force
and are to include measures to demonstrate the maintenance of sterility over time for drug products into
controlled headspace gas packaging. In particular the proposed revision of USP <1207> “Sterile Product –
Package Integrity Evaluation“ is expected to provide clearer guidance for headspace critical content
verification through the entire product life cycle, from stability studies to commercial production stage.
Even with a well‐defined manufacturing process in place, it is still almost impossible to keep up with
regulatory and quality requirements without a system ensuring a reliable and repeatable monitoring of the
headspace critical gas content. Most of the headspace gas measurement methods available on the market
are destructive, therefore they are generally performed on samples, at regular intervals, during the
production cycle. The main disadvantage of these destructive approaches arises when out of specification
conditions are detected and the entire batch is to be rejected.
Headspace Gas Analysis:
Laser‐based HGA is a non‐destructive and non‐invasive technique for measuring the level of gases such as
oxygen, moisture content and absolute pressure in the headspace of sterile pharmaceutical containers.
HGA is therefore mainly focused on the investigation of the closure integrity of pharmaceutical finished
containers and of the maintenance of the proper headspace conditions for products packaged under
modified atmosphere or under vacuum. The HGA system presented here uses a technique known as
Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (TDLAS), which is a spectroscopic method allowing the
detection and quantification of gaseous component levels in the sub‐parts‐per‐billion (ppb) concentration
range. The principle underlying the TDLAS measurement is based on the Beer‐Lambert Law, stating that
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Conclusions:
In the last years, regulatory requirements for sterile drugs have become more focused on CCI and
additionally, many developments in the drug products and container systems have been introduced to the
market. The appropriate level of CCI verification as well as the HGA is being recommended now more than
ever in the various phases of the product package life cycle.
The use of non‐destructive HGA methods overcomes all the limitations of destructive inspection, allowing a
targeted, objective and holistic investigation of the entire production. In particular, automated HGA
represents a valuable option to ensure parenteral product stability and sterility maintenance in each and
every phase of the product life cycle such as development and validation, routine manufacturing and
marketed product scenario.
Moreover, the adoption of HGA methods guarantees the reduction of costs connected to reuse of
inspected samples that cannot otherwise marketed, thus helping on one hand to guarantee quality and
safety of sterile drugs and on the other hand to increase productivity, quality and improve company image.

